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AKE A LOOK AT ALMOST ANY MENU IN TOWN AND YOU’LL FIND

one thing in common: We’re excited about summer produce.
Palisade peaches, Olathe corn, Granby asparagus, Gypsum arugula
— we just can’t get enough.
Summer is about bounty and the outdoors, raw salads and quickly
grilled meats. We made it through the winter and now it’s time to
celebrate. Summer cooking is about doing less, in order to let the
ingredients shine. And they do. Welcome to the latest installation of
EAT, a compendium of our opinions about and experiences in local
restaurants. The chefs and managers invite us in, feed us and talk to us,
and send us on our way. And then we tell the story.
Thanks for joining us.
Cheers,
Wren Wertin
Editor
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wtih goat cheese
and fresh herbs.
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KRISTIN ANDERSON
Photo Editor
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING:
Root beer float
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: Grapes, Brie
and other yummy cheeses,
Champagne and cold cuts.
FAVORITE TREAT: Warm
brownie sundae.
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET:
Cherries.
TOOL OF THE MOMENT:
Butter dish that has water in
the bottom to seal the butter,
keeping it fresh and soft.

Writer
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING:
Canadian peameal bacon.
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: Wine and cheese.
FAVORITE TREAT: I’ve been
making mangoes with sticky
rice at home lately and it’s so
delicious!
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET:
Palisade peaches, the Left
Bank’s lobster roll.
TOOL OF THE MOMENT:
The urbanspoon iPhone app
so I can decide which new
restaurant to try.

Designer
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING:
Whoopie pies.
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: Blueberries.
FAVORITE TREAT:
Buckeye balls.
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET: Crepes.
TOOL OF THE MOMENT: Mini
food processor (prevents me
from wearing swim goggles
when chopping onions!)
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Writer
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING:
Chairman of the Board in a
plastic pineapple.
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: A corkscrew.
FAVORITE TREAT: Chocolate
Angel Pie.
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET:
Palisade peaches and
heirloom tomatoes.
TOOL OF THE MOMENT:
Vinturi wine aerator, French
press coffeemaker.

SHAUNA FARNELL
Writer
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING:
Watermelon salad with mint.
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: Dessert.
FAVORITE TREAT: Sweet
potato coins fried with olive oil,
sea salt and curry.
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET:
Roasted chiles.
TOOL OF THE MOMENT:
Toaster oven.

ALITHEA DOYLE
Art Director
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING:
Strawberry smoothie with
yogurt, honey, a gramcracker,
and cinnamon! Yum!
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: Cheese and crackers.
FAVORITE TREAT: Skinny
Cow Ice Cream Bars.
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET:
Tamales and honey.
TOOL OF THE MOMENT:
Blender for fruit smoothies.

MELANIE WONG

DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

CARRIE CALVIN

BRENDAN HARRINGTON

Photographer
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING:
Meat pies.
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: Cheese, crackers and
sauv blanc
FAVORITE TREAT: Tiramisu.
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET:
Mango sorbet.
TOOL OF THE MOMENT:
Mini food processor.

KRISTA DRISCOLL
Writer
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING: Mac
and cheese. My mom used to
make it with cut-up hot dogs in
it. I do some fancier things with
it now, but the dish still reminds
me of home and being little.
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: Never forget the wine!
FAVORITE TREAT: Ice cream
sundaes — the more toppings,
the better.
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET: I bought
a balsamic fig vinaigrette at the
Minturn Market recently. It’s to
die for on spinach with feta.
TOOL OF THE MOMENT:
I have a love affair with my
double boiler. Sauces, sauces,
sauces!

Writer
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING: My
dad’s noodle soup. We used to
have it every Sunday for family
lunch.
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: Brie and Riesling.
FAVORITE TREAT: Apple pie a
la mode — you can’t go wrong!
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET: I love a
Thai iced tea or coffee from the
Thai food stand. Best thing on a
hot morning!
TOOL OF THE MOMENT:
Blender — I’ve gotten really into
creating my own smoothies
with all the great summer
fruits.

CASSIE PENCE
Writer
NOSTALGIA-INSPIRING:
Strawberry shortcake ... but to
induce memories, the biscuits
have to be made from Bisquick
baking mix.
ALWAYS IN THE PICNIC
BASKET: Wine opener.
FAVORITE TREAT: Fresh
cherry ice cream topped with
chocolate chips.
BEST BUY AT THE
FARMERS’ MARKET: Chiles
roasted in a huge barrel ... add
them to grilled cheese!
TOOL OF THE MOMENT:
Cherry pitter, of course.

Like butter

Foxnut’s butterfish has a
miso-honey-mustard glaze.
photography by KRISTIN ANDERSON

Totally skewed

Bol’s achiote-rubbed shrimp
skewers are mild as can be —
but the slaw is all kick.
photography by DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

Slide it

The sliders at Rocks
Modern Grill find some
kick with fried jalapeños.
photography by KRISTIN ANDERSON

Topped up

Roasted tomatoes, dried cranberries
and goat cheese give Gore Range
Brewery’s pizza pizzazz.
photography by KRISTIN ANDERSON

Smoke this

The beef tenderloin at Vin 48
is lightly smoked with pecan
wood for intense flavor.
photography by PRESTON UTLEY
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Avon

Vin 48
48 EAST BEAVER CREEK BOULEVARD / 970.748.9463 / VIN48.COM
BY WREN WERTIN PHOTOS BY PRESTON UTLEY

V

in 48 isn’t just a neighborhood restaurant
— it’s the kind of neighborhood restaurant you see
in a movie, where everyone is happy and relaxed
and having a good time. There’s music, energy.
People move to some kind of rhythm; most of
them recognize each other. And the food rocks.
Opened several years ago by a triumvirate of local boys, the restaurant/wine bar has hit its stride.
Walk in the door and one of the three owners
is bound to greet you: Chef Charles Hays, Wine
Director Greg Eynon or General Manager Collin
Baugh. And later, at your table, it might be Baugh
or Eynon refilling your water glass or delivering
your food. They’re a hands-on crew.
“We want this place to have a good vibe
— good food, good wine, good environment,”
Baugh says, signaling a bartender to lower one
of the shades so the beaming sun isn’t in his
guests’ eyes. Both Baugh and Eynon have that
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Vin 48’s wines-by-theglass menu is more than
40 selections strong. It’s
a lively, neighborhood
restaurant with lots of
energy and great food.

hospitable sixth sense. Hays might
have it, too, but he’s too busy grilling
octopus, sauteing sea scallops and
plating braised pork cheeks to leave
the kitchen for long.

Between the dynamic bar area and
the airy dining room, it’s easy to find a
place to settle in. Happy Hour always
sees a full bar for deals on small
plates. On Wednesdays, the restaurant hosts wine tastings with snacks.
Eynon’s wine list is downright
global, with selections from Italy,
France, Greece — even Lebanon. He
focuses on small producers.
“We try to keep it eclectic, evolving,
like our menus,” Eynon says. “I’d say
people come in here with an open
mind. It took a little while, we had to
gain their trust since they didn’t recognize most of what we have.”
The same could be said for Hays’
menu. It doesn’t follow the standard
“Colorado style” checklist, though
there are plenty of Colorado ingredients (many courtesy of his and
the restaurant’s gardens). A humble
guy, he literally glows when he talks
about the succulent, chile-rubbed
pork cheeks served with grits. He’s
proud of his lamb t-bones with mint
pesto and the fried goat cheese salad, too. But he enjoys trying out new
concepts, which is why the menu
changes more-than seasonally.
“I’m enjoying smoking the meat,”
Hays says, referring to the smoker
that he feeds a steady stream of pecan
wood. “It gives it that ‘outside’ flavor.”
The lightly smoked beef tenderloin takes on a richer character that
stands right up to the horseradishpotato puree and bacon-balsamic
sauce. Layers of smoky and sweet
curl around each other. The restaurant is also know for a killer antipasti
platter, a fun trio of sliders and all
kinds of seafood specials.
“I like that we make everything
here from scratch,” Hays says. “I
think that’s important.”
But he really, really likes those
busy, busy nights.
“It’s hard to make 200 people
happy with food, because everyone
has a different taste,” he says. “But
we do it. And that always makes me
feel good.” •

Beaver Creek

8100 Mountainside Bar & Grill
50 WEST THOMAS PLACE, THE HYATT / 970.827.6600 / HYATT.COM/GALLERY/BEAVE8100
BY KRISTA DRISCOLL PHOTO BY DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

W

ith the advent of a new
summer season, a new face can be
found behind the fare at 8100 Mountainside Bar & Grill in the Park Hyatt,
Beaver Creek.
Chef Christian Apetz started his
career with the Hyatt nearly 11 years
ago in Phoenix. Since then, he has
worked in hotels in Los Angeles, San
Antonio and Boston before taking the
helm in Beaver Creek in June.
Apetz is planning to overhaul the
entire 8100 menu, from starters to
desserts, to put it more in line with
the Hyatt’s new Responsible Eating
Platform, which aims to lead the industry in teaching consumers to cast
a more critical eye on the food they
eat, from market to mouth.
“The umbrella is huge for responsible eating,” he says, listing not only
sustainable growing practices but
also the responsibility of chefs and
restaurants to adhere to a healthforward approach, including portion control and menu items with
nutritional value.
Five chefs from Hyatt restaurants
in North America developed the
program, which has already succeeded in transitioning all Hyatt hotel
restaurants to using cage-free eggs.
Apetz said it’s just one step in the
program’s overall mission.
“We want to teach the world how
to eat responsibly,” he says.
Apetz’s interpretation of that
goal at 8100 is to present an elevated style of comfort food using
as many locally-sourced ingredients as possible, starting with an
herb garden that’s been planted
adjacent to the restaurant’s patio.
The garden is still in its infancy,

but Apetz said he’s hoping to
expand it to include a compost pile
and, come winter, find a spot for a
small greenhouse.
FOUNDATIONS
Though the emphasis on sustainability education by example will
be stronger, the new menu will be
in line with ideals that have been
the foundation of 8100 since the
beginning. Sous Chef Juju Salazar,
who has been with 8100 since it
opened three years ago, says the
restaurant has always emphasized
organic, locally grown foods. From
that standpoint, Apetz says, nothing
will change.

8100’s beef tenderloin is
“never never,” meaning
it’s never seen a growth
hormone.

“We source as much as we can in the valley,”
Salazar says, adding that what can’t be found literally out the back door in the herb garden arrives
from neighboring areas, such as the elk, which
comes from just outside Greeley. The fruits of this
local harvest can already be seen on 8100’s current menu, such as the beef burger, listed among
the lunch offerings.
“The beef is a ‘never, never’ product,” Salazar
says. “There are no hormones used and no additives in the feed.”
The result is a juicy, lip-smacking beef patty
topped with white cheddar and all the fixings. Pair
it with a Hops of Prey IPA, created exclusively for
8100 by brewmasters at Crazy Mountain Brewing
Co., located just down the road in Edwards, and
follow Apetz’s lead in the drive toward knowing
your nosh. •
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Beaver Creek
difference in how a sandwich tastes
to a customer.
“That’s really important when
you’re talking about a quality sandwich,” Franke says.

The Flying Pig BBQ &
Sandwich Shop
122 THE PLAZA, BEAVER CREEK VILLAGE / 970.845.0333 / FLYINGPIG970.COM
BY CHARLIE OWEN PHOTOS BY KRISTIN ANDERSON

S

ometimes you just want a quick bite to eat
and you don’t want to pay a lot for the pleasure.
One could say that’s a near impossibility in Beaver
Creek — known for its fine dining. But casual
options are becoming more prominent on the
mountain. The latest restaurant to join the fray is
The Flying Pig. Located in the old Foxnut space
adjacent to the ice-skating rink in Beaver Creek,
The Flying Pig has been open since Thanksgiving
week of 2010 and has been steadily gaining traction ever since.
“People have been very receptive to Beaver
Creek having something like this,” says Chris
Mayer, general manager.
Owned by Brian Nolan (who also owns Foxnut
Asian Fusion & Sushi, Vail and Beaver Creek
Chophouses and Blue Moose Pizza establishments), The Flying Pig offers “a really, really
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Above The half rack of
barbecue pork ribs is
succulent. Below Flying
Pig’s Wilson Peak
sandwich has layers and
layers of toppings.

fresh product,” according to Sarah
Franke, communications coordinator for the restaurant. All breads
and barbecue sauces are made in
house daily, which can make all the

WHAT’S IN A NAME
Each of the sandwiches on the menu
(with a few exceptions) is named after
the different fourteeners scattered
throughout Colorado’s mountain
ranges. The Mt. Princeton, a breakfast sandwich, is made of fried eggs,
bacon, cheddar cheese, avocado
and jalapeños and was a big hit
with skiers this winter, according to
Franke. Other standouts include the
Mt. Columbia (the favorite of in-house
chef Andrew Robitaille) — pulled pork,
red onions, pickles, slaw and homemade barbecue sauce — and the Mt.
Elbert, a turkey sandwich topped with
dill Havarti, avocado, tomatoes and
cranberry mayo for a Thanksgiving
feel, Mayer says.
“There was definitely a lot of
experimenting,” Mayer says. “Each
of us brought one of our favorites to
the table to see what made it.”
Barbecue was added to the menu
after a few weeks of being open for
business. There’s a big push for the
barbecue now that it’s summertime.
“We’re excited to put it out there
now,” Franke says.
There’s a heavy Texas-style influence on the barbecue at the Flying
Pig. Texas-Sized Pigs in a Blanket
and sliced and chopped brisket are
just a few of the items served with a
Texas barbecue flair.
There’s also a Barbecue Happy
Hour featuring dollar ribs, $1.25
pork wings and one dollar off all
beer from 3 to 5 p.m. daily. Soups,
salads and a kids’ menu with ham
and cheese, peanut butter and jelly
and grilled cheese sandwiches ensure that there’s a little something
for everyone.
“The food really is the focus all
around and delivering it at a good
price point,” Franke says. •

Beaver Creek

Foxnut Slopeside Sushi

eggs with the wasabi cream and avocado puree
awaiting underneath — leaves its most scrumptious bites for last.

BASE OF CENTENNIAL, BEAVER CREEK / 970.845.0700 / BCFOXNUT.COM
BY SHAUNA FARNELL PHOTO BY KRISTIN ANDERSON

F

usion sushi doesn’t come with
a better view than at Foxnut’s new,
front-and-center slopeside spot at
Beaver Creek. But the sights from the
patio are just a part of it. Your eyes
might not want to leave the table.
Foxnut is far from conventional
(what kind of sushi joint specializes in Kobe beef dogs on its lunch
menu?). In addition to truly artistic
dish presentations that demand a
few seconds of awe, once you dig
in, you won’t want to leave a single
pretty drop on the plate.
“We are definitely not a traditional
sushi bar,” says Foxnut head chef
Brendan McCue. “People don’t want
the sea urchin and the exotic raw fish.”
No. In fact, while Foxnut delivers
a lineup of classic nigiri and sashimi,
the simple quality of which stands
on its own (from melt-in-your mouth
tender yellowtail to octopus, seared
elk to quail eggs), the New Age Sushi
menu adorns each tender slice of
fish or meat with a touch of tangy
and spicy sauces and a dollop of
crispy topping that brings the perfect
palate burst. The slight punch from
the hamachi’s jalapeño relish, for
example, becomes a caress once
the ponzu sauce is added, and when
you’re sure the seared tuna couldn’t
be any more flavorful, the mango
and plum sauce turn each bite into a
little dance.
This only gets better with Foxnut’s
specialty rolls. Unexpected ingredient
combinations make for either a rich
and delicious full stomach sensation, as with the Chinook (tender,
cooked salmon wrapped around
crab, cucumber, avocado and cream
cheese, topped with crunchy tempura

crumbles and mustard aioli), or a
crisp, light refreshment like the Tango,
living up to its name with a snazzy
union of spicy tuna, tempura shrimp
and avocado, topped with mango,
seared tuna and plum chili sauce.
The real parade for sushi lovers,
however, comes in a large martini
glass. Above a stack of crispy wontons, Foxnut’s statuesque Sushitinis
command attention from across the
restaurant and are truly almost too
beautiful to eat. That’ll change once
you try them, though. Much like your
favorite childhood ice cream treat
that hid good things at the bottom
of the cone, the sculpture that is
the Foxnutini — a fortress of finely
sliced cucumber surrounding a heap
of spicy tuna and crab meat and
crowned with a rainbow of tobiko

Below Foxnut’s Kodiak
Roll includes spicy salmon, avocado and cucumber wrapped with shiso
lea and still more salmon,
topped with yuzu-tobiko
and ikura.

BEYOND SUSHI
The champion sauces also make their way onto
the braised short rib and broiled fish on the dinner menu and onto each of the Kobe dogs on the
lunch menu, be it the teriyaki-mayonnaise Muse
dog, the hot mustard and cucumber kimchee-endowed Basic, the avocado, jalepeño and cilantroslathered Tex-Mex or the Sriracha, kabayaki and
sesame seed-beaded Dynamite Dog. The Dogs
are $9 and come with Asian slaw and wasabi
potato chips.
As the restaurant itself has transformed into
its open-air incarnation and the brightly-colored
dishes resemble splashy mini gardens, Foxnut’s
cocktail menu has also slipped into its summer
best. The refreshing CucaSake, swirling with cold
sake, vodka, fresh cucumber and shiso brings,
yes, a buzz, but also the fresh feeling that you’re
getting your veggies. The Summer Sparkler,
fizzing with Prosecco, orange Grey Goose and
a couple of blackberries, makes for the perfect
picture of summer patio elegance.
And while the dessert specialty may raise an eyebrow (fried green tea ice cream balls), they actually taste a bit like Twinkies … but tangier. They’re
surprisingly irresistible. •
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Beaver Creek
based on what the chef discovers at
the weekend farmers’ market. One
week it might be a classic vegetable,
like carrots or pumpkin. Other times
you’ll get to experience a less conventional theme, such as cherries
or beets.
You’ll also be treated to some of
Colorado’s best produce, especially
produce that’s not necessarily in
season – Gutowski has a penchant
for preserving and pickling seasonal
fruits and vegetables.
“That way you can have Colorado
peaches in May that were picked
down the road in Palisade, or
enjoy ramps [a kind of wild onion]
that only grows here during mud
season, in ramp butter during the
summer,” he says.
Start off your meal with the
very light and summery roasted
red beets paired with house-made
goat’s milk ricotta. The beets are as
bursting with flavor as they are with
color, and the goat cheese is fluffy
and creamy, complemented by the
crunch of toasted pistachios.

Grouse Mountain Grill
141 SCOTT HILL ROAD, THE PINES LODGE /
970.949.0600 / GROUSEMOUNTAINGRILL.COM
BY MELANIE WONG PHOTOS BY KRISTIN ANDERSON

A

t this upscale grill, classic mountain cuisine is paired with the creative juices of Executive Chef David Gutowski, who loves putting his
personal twists on more traditional dishes. His
inspirations come from the creations of chefs
around the country, including Chicago chef and
Top Chef winner Stephanie Izard, whom Gutowski recently worked with at the Aspen Food &
Wine Festival.
Summer diners can check out the “Market
Menu,” a three-course meal that changes weekly
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Above The Colorado Lamb
Two Ways includes a rack
and — surprise — lamb
belly. Right The fried
Hurricane Bay Oysters are
a marvel of texture and
flavor.

EAT UP
For the main course, meat lovers should try the Colorado lamb,
two-ways. The dish features the
quintessential rack of lamb, roasted
flavorfully and sitting on a rich cauliflower puree. The surprise comes

with the rack’s pairing — a lamb
belly, braised for hours to tenderness, so that it melts with fatty
richness in your mouth.
Have a more adventurous palate? Try the roasted duck, presented
three ways. On the duck breast,
the crunchy, savory skin steals the
show, smothered by the creamy
yolk of a sunny-side-up egg. It’s an
unlikely but surprisingly satisfying
addition. The dish is rounded out by
a duck sausage, duck confit potato
cake and a bright, sweet preserved
tomato jam.
Try either dish with the Stemmler
2008 “Estate” Pinot Noir, a dark, rich
wine that will sizzle on the tongue.
The restaurant boasts one of the
most extensive wine lists in area
— 600 selections carefully chosen
by Director of Wine Bill Minett. The
knowledgeable staff will be glad to
help you pair any dish, and Minett is
a sommelier with a poetic streak a
mile wide.
Dessert doesn’t disappoint either
– Pastry Chef Allison Helfer can just
as easily pull off an unconventional
red velvet cake made with beets
as she can put her own touch on
the classic chocolate cake. Try the
flourless “s’mores” version, topped
with marshmallow ice cream and a
homemade marshmallow that tastes
like it’s straight from the campfire. •

Beaver Creek

Spago
0130 DAYBREAK RIDGE / BACHELOR GULCH / 970.748.6200 /
RITZCARLTON.COM/BACHELORGULCH
BY WREN WERTIN PHOTOS COURTESY SPAGO

S

ince it opened in The Ritz-Carlton, Bachelor Gulch, Spago has been
synonymous with a particular level
of service and attention to detail.
People don’t just eat; they dine. But
that’s not to say it’s fussy. Set into
the base of Bachelor Gulch, it’s a
true mountain retreat.
“We’re continuing to evolve and
explore new and innovative ideas,”
Executive Chef Mark Ferguson says.
“We are tireless in making sure that
we maintain a certain level of quality.
And we’re still pushing to have one
of the best wine lists out there.”
But in addition to their existing
standards of quality, they’re reinvigorating their offerings. Almost
every day of the week brings
something new.

— a classic combination.
The chefs supplement what they
grow with other produce, but they’ve
been surprised at how some of the
herbs and lettuces — and even the
carrots — have returned after a long,
hard winter.
The tasting menu is $55, or $75
with wine pairings.

TASTING MENU MONDAYS
Ferguson and his crew create a fivecourse menu every Monday. It varies
wildly, depending on what in-season
ingredients are available to them.
Both Ferguson and Chef De Cuisine
Steve Maline are tending the garden
out the restaurant’s back door.
“That’s something we do take
very seriously,” Ferguson says. “The
effort we put into growing our own
stuff has an impact on what we’re
passionate about.”
And what they’re passionate
about naturally spills over into the
pots, pans and cutting boards of
the kitchen. Some of Ferguson’s
current favorites include a summer
vegetable salad, which changes often
based on what’s ripe and blooming,
as well as Colorado lamb with homegrown cilantro and mint vinaigrette

FIDO FRIDAYS ON THE
MOUNTAINSIDE TERRACE
“Hey, we’re dog friendly,” Ferguson
says, smiling.
And to prove it, the resort has
two different canine events weekly.
Canine hosts Bachelor and Miner
— known as the Bachelor’s Pack
— will also be underfoot, enjoying
dog-specific activities and whatever
goodies are stashed on the treat
cart. Drink specials for two-leggers
at Daniel’s Bar from 4 to 7 p.m.

MIDWEEK MEDLEY
Based out of Buffalo Bar, Tapas
Tuesdays, Wine-Down Wednesdays
and Brews & Bluegrass Thursdays — all $35 with complimentary
valet parking — serve up bite-sized
favorites, visiting winemakers and
guest host Crazy Mountain Brewing
Company’s featured hops in a lowkey setting.

Above Roasted beets and
goat cheese are carefully
pressed together for the
beet layer cake topped
with nuts and microgreens. Left Tomatoes
grow on the Spago terrace,
capitalizing on hours
of sun, Executive Chef
Mark Ferguson’s green
thumb and recycled water
reclaimed from the resort.

SUNDAYS UNDER THE SUN AND
BACHELOR BRUNCH
With made-to-order omelets and sandwiches, a
sculpted ice display stocked with shrimp, crab
shooters, lobster gazpacho and other seafood,
grilled beef, bison and lamb chops, pan-fried vegetables, salads, pancakes and more, Sunday brunch
at Spago is the last word for brunch. And maybe
the first word, too. The all-you-can-eat buffet is
$55 for adults, free for the first child 12 and under
and $25 for additional children. Don’t forget a trip
to the Bloody Mary bar.
Doggie companions are invited to the Mountainside Terrace for the Bachelor Brunch at the same
time. Haute canine cuisine and four-legged fun
are de rigueur for the furry creatures. •
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pots Walford has scattered around
the Chateau’s patio.
In the summertime the menu
evolves to offer seasonal food like
fresh oysters on the half shell, yellowfin tuna crudo with opal basil,
yuzu juice and Frescobaldi olive oil,
and a quickly seared organic Scottish salmon with English peas and
pinot noir sauce.
The Berkshire pork chop is juicy
and so tender you don’t really even
need a knife to cut through it.
The Dover sole, filleted table-side
by your server, is served with a
parsley brown butter sauce so decadent you’ll want to pick up the plate
and lick it clean.
And while Splendido isn’t the kind
of place that you can do that, it is far
from stuffy, even as a white tablecloth, fine dining restaurant.

Splendido at the Chateau
17 CHATEAU LANE / 970.845.8808 / SPLENDIDOBEAVERCREEK.COM
BY LAUREN GLENDENNING PHOTO BY KRISTIN ANDERSON

I

once heard someone say that you should always savor your food, that you should enjoy every
bite, whether you’re eating lobster or a hot dog.
And it’s over dinner at Splendido when I remember these words of advice, because it’s there
that I find myself doing it so naturally.
Splendido is the kind of restaurant that becomes the special occasion all its own the minute
you taste that first bite.
Splendido’s Executive Chef and Owner David
Walford has been mesmerizing palates at his Beaver Creek restaurant since 1994, serving up the
things he loves to eat.
Turns out that Walford’s taste is impeccable, so
the strategy has worked.
FRESH AND SEASONAL
There’s nothing pretend about Splendido, Walford
says. He’s not pretending the restaurant is in Los
Angeles or Paris or London — this is Colorado, he
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Splendido’s Dover sole
is served tableside with
quite a bit of flourish.

says, so he makes the food that feels
right at 8,000 feet.
That doesn’t mean everything is
from Colorado, though. Walford jokes
that if he were to comprise his menu
of only things found close by, he’d be
cooking sausage and beans.
“I do have to shop the whole
country,” Walford says. “The menu is
quite broad. It comes from the East
Coast, West Coast, Hawaii, Florida.”
Shellfish and raw fish in Colorado?
You bet, and you’d think you were
eating it in Seattle or Maryland.
The seasons are what keeps Walford’s menu so fresh. You might find
a beet salad on the menu in winter,
while in the summer that changes
into fresh asparagus, lettuces and
fresh herbs grown right outside in

DINING IS ENTERTAINMENT
When he was first hired by the
original owners, he wanted to get
rid of any pretentious attitudes in
the restaurant.
There’s live music in the lounge
and the sounds spill over into the
dining room, as does the good time
people are having as they sing and
dance alongside the piano.
Splendido isn’t a quiet restaurant,
and that’s a good thing. You don’t
have to whisper across the table or
check your laugh at the door — this
is a place where you can simply
enjoy yourself.
The views of Beaver Creek might
be what gave the restaurant its name,
but it’s the views of the kitchen that
will keep you gazing indoors as much
as you’re gazing outdoors.
“The guests love an open kitchen,” Walford says. “It’s fun for them to see what’s
going on — it creates a lot more animation
and excitement in the dining room.”
And the guests love what’s going
on in the kitchen even more when
they taste the creations coming out
of there —the restaurant’s name is
truly an understatement. •

Beaver Creek

Rocks
Modern
Grill
26 AVONDALE LANE /
BEAVER CREEK LODGE /
970.845.1730 /
ROCKSMODERNGRILL.COM
BY WREN WERTIN
PHOTO BY DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

W

hen you walk in the door at
Rocks, General Manager Jim Lay is
likely to greet you. And if he knows
the people sitting at the table next to
you — he probably does — he might
introduce you. Rocks Modern Grill is
just that kind of place. And the joketelling, freewheeling Jim Lay is just
that kind of guy.
“Summertime is really relaxed,” he
says. “Sitting on the deck with beautiful views of the mountain — it’s great.
We get a mixed group of second homeowners, hotel guests and families
looking for an easy spot for dinner. It’s
also great for a pre-Vilar dinner.”
The deck — and quite a wonderful
deck it is, too — has a smattering of
tables gathered around an impressive sculpture and a firepit, and the
windowed walls are really just doors
that can be opened up to the sunshine and air. Fridays and Saturdays
bring live music to the deck. Yes, it’s
an easy place for families, couples or
anyone else who happens by.
The restaurant has both a tavern
menu and a dinner menu, and both are
available no matter where you’re sitting. It’s best to look at both. And don’t
forget to take a gander at the cocktail
menu, which has some fun concoctions courtesy of Carlos Martorell. His
cucumber jalapeño margarita delivers
kick in all the right places. Feel like
wine? Ask Lay for a recommendation;

the man is on a first-name basis with
all manner of grapes.
SAVORY STYLE
Executive Chef Mike Spalla and
Sous Chef Chad Barbier’s cuisine
is unfussy in concept but incorporates the kinds of twists and turns
adventurous palates depend upon.
Take the gazpacho (and you should).
Served in an oversized martini glass,
the tomato-based soup is topped
with crisp rock shrimp, scallions and

Above The filet mignon
is smeared with a bit of
Stilton and propped atop
purple Peruvian potatoes.
Below The gazpacho is
topped with crispy shrimp
a watermelon fan.

a cloud of crème fraiche.
“Gazpacho has to be refreshing,” Spalla says. “And
I like mine chunky, so I use a lot of cucumbers. I also
use a little bit of watermelon — it’s that hidden flavor.”
Set against the zippy gazpacho, the shrimp is
fluffy and sweet. Dredged in cornmeal, it’s also
crisp, a nice contrast to the soup.
Also from the tavern menu are sliders. Served
with pickled onions on pretzel bread, the beef is
complemented by the melted whiskey cheddar
that’s puddled on top of each burger. Don’t be
shy of the fried jalapeños. Other notables include
the ultra-tender Stilton-topped filet, resting on
purple Peruvian smashed potatoes, as well as the
garlicky campanelle pasta with grilled artichokes,
tomatoes and preserved lemon.
SWEET
Dessert plays big for Chef Spalla, who is a
self-proclaimed fan of grilled desserts — grilling
intensifies flavor. Grilled Palisade peaches with a
poppyseed sabayon are good, but for a sweetsalty experience try the walnut blondie. Served
with fleur de sel caramel ice cream, the creation
offers little salty bursts amongst so much brown
sugar sweetness. “I’ve always loved to play with
food,” Spalla says. “I love to create — take an old
thing and twist it into something new.” •
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Adam’s Mountain Country Club
1094 FROST CREEK DRIVE, EAGLE / 970.760.2326 / ADAMSRIBRANCH.COM
BY SHAUNA FARNELL PHOTOS BY KRISTIN ANDERSON

T

ucked away in a private oasis, Adam’s
Mountain Country Club, surrounded by 1,600
acres of golf greens and sprawling valley views, is
well worth the drive, whether for a creative salad
for lunch on the patio, an exquisitely grilled ribeye
dinner or an amazingly affordable Sunday brunch
on the way to a hike at Sylvan Lake.
“The rest of the property here is private, the
restaurant is not,” says Country Club executive
chef Michael Connolly. “And you’re not going to
find a more spectacular setting. We want to bring
people out here to experience it. I like to take
people away from life for a while.”
Using several Colorado-grown ingredients
(buffalo, fruits and veggies) Connolly aims to
enliven “the five senses” with each of his dishes.
Even the most seemingly standard menu items
come with a colorful twist. Take the House Salad, a surprising cornucopia of texture and taste,
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Adam’s Mountain Country Club’s certified Angus
beef ribeye is great on the
sunny patio.

the garden greens are piled with
apricots, toasted almonds, cucumber and radish, and drizzled with a
tangy lemon poppyseed vinaigrette.
Whoever says comfort food is a
winter phenomenon should reconfigure their palates, because never
does a salad become heartier than
the baby spinach with hot bacon
dressing, flecked with sunflower
seeds and cool apples and topped
with a fried egg.
The sensory blast continues on
the appetizer menu. Every mouthful of the sauteed crab cake melts
on your tongue and is followed with
a sweet crunch of mango and red
pepper. The delicate goat cheese
and prosciutto pizza is a feat of

physics — especially for pizzas
made on the grill — amazingly light
and crispy and the perfect platform
for the soft goat cheese balanced
by strips of smoky meat, chewy figs
and slightly bitter arugula.
Dinner selections take a turn
toward the lavish; the certified-Angus beef ribeye is so thick and juicy
you simply can’t put your fork down
between bites. The tender lump
crab meat reappears on the entrée
menu, this time stuffed inside of
huge red prawns and bursting with
buttery flavor, brought out with
a hint of white wine. The Canard
Au Vin is Connolly’s incarnation of
standard grilled chicken. It is actually braised duck in wine, mushroom and tomato sauce.
There is no better place to spend
a late Sunday morning or early
afternoon than soaking up the sun
and surrounded by paradise on Adam’s Mountain patio having brunch.
The brunch menu is teeming with,
yes, a plateful of something hearty
(such as the steak and eggs, the
prime rib, mushroom, spinach and
cheddar omelette or the crab cakes
with poached eggs and Hollandaise)
but also the classic favorites like
blueberry pancakes with real maple
syrup or French toast with berries
and whipped cream. Naturally, a
selection of “eye opener” adult beverages (Bloody Mary, Champagne
Cocktail among them) are also on
the list.
The variety takes off on the lunch
menu, with an even more robust
selection of salads and a list of
“sandwiches” that seriously stretch
the definition of the word, including
everything from French dips to buffalo sliders to fish tacos.
Save a little room if you can,
because Connolly’s homemade
strawberry rhubarb crisp is, in fact,
his great grandmother’s recipe and
a sweet tart of a way wrap it up
before your return to real life. •

Edwards

The Gashouse
34185 HIGHWAY 6, EDWARDS / 970.926.3613 /
GASHOUSE-EDWARDS.COM
BY EVAN GIBBARD PHOTO BY ANDY GUY

B

efore the Gashouse opened
in 1983, when Edwards was open
range without a single traffic light,
the building had been a service station since the 1930s. You can find
some of the old refurbished gas
pumps out front.
Today, the Gashouse is still the
place to get filled up.
“You’re not going to walk away
from this place hungry,” says coowner Andy Guy.
That’s because hearty portions
await those running on empty after
a summer day on the Vail Valley’s
rivers and trails. The stuffed heads
adorning the dining room reveal
meat, from beef to lamb to wild
game, as the fuel of choice.
“We use all Colorado meat and
game, and we cut our own meat
here,” Guy says. “We don’t buy any
pre-cut meat. We buy sides of beef,
and we have a little butcher shop in
the back of our kitchen. We hand-cut
the meat ourselves.”
The selection is as hefty as the

plates. Entrees include various cuts
of beef, elk, buffalo and venison.
Sampler platters including buffalo
sausage are perfect for the indecisive, and the 10-ounce lamb porterhouse can be doubled by diners
who know you can’t have too much
of a good thing. For fans of poultry,
grilled quail joins roasted duck and
chicken on the menu.
FROM THE SEA
Not to be outshone is the Gashouse’s
seafood. Crab, lobster and shrimp
are always available as entrees or
a la carte, creating endless options
for Rocky Mountain surf-and-turf.
Chalked up on the wall is an everchanging rotation of fresh specials,
always including a few different
oysters and/or clams.
“I get seafood delivered here fresh
six days a week,” Guy says. “I usually
have five or six different types of
fish. ... Whatever I get in that day, I
put it up on the chalkboard.”
The cozy, log-cabin-style interior
The Gashouse is the place
for wild game. There’s no
meat — or fish — they’re
afraid to cook.

is an evolving display of Vail Valley memorabilia,
from ski antiques to old photographs. The gas-station theme gave rise to a tradition of customers
sending their license plates from as far away as
Brazil and France.
“I get people coming back for years, and every
time they come in, they see something different,” Guy says. “I’ve been in this restaurant for 30
years, and every once in a while I see something I
haven’t seen before.”
In the summer months, an open-air, landscaped
patio lets diners relax in the sun. But whether
inside or outside, the sense of location remains a
central component of the restaurant.
“When you’re sitting in the Gashouse, you are in
the Colorado mountains,” Guy says. •
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basil, dried cranberries, pistachios
and basil. Cranberries and pistachios
aren’t typical pizza adornments, but
after trying this pie, they ought to be.
It’s clear Coudouy is having fun.
On the sandwich side of the menu,
try the Fish and Chips. Big hunks of
fresh Haddock are dipped in a gluten-free beer batter that’s remarkably light. The Turkey Burger has a
summertime twist with its topping of
fresh mozzarella cheese, basil leaves
and tomato, served with a marinara
sauce alongside.

Gore Range Brewery
105 EDWARDS VILLAGE BLVD / 970.926.2739 / GORERANGEBREWERY.COM
BY CARAMIE SCHNELL PHOTOS BY KRISTIN ANDERSON

B

rewery food favorites, elevated. That
should be the new slogan at the Gore Range
Brewery in Edwards. The longtime local’s spot
has a new chef/owner. Pascal Coudouy unveiled
a new menu at the beginning of the summer that
takes typical brew pup fare — pizzas, burgers,
sandwiches and salads — and kicks each one up
a notch thanks to from-scratch preparation and
gourmet twists.
“The goal is to keep the price range the way it
is and cater to locals,” Coudouy said. “And to have
fresher, cleaner ingredients. That’s the goal.”
Nothing is frozen, everything is fresh and
cooked in house, from the bread to the thick,
hand-cut French fries. Even the hamburger is
ground in house.
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Above left Gore Range
Brewery’s chicken
sandwich is wrapped in
soft bread. Right The goat
cheese pizza with roasted
tomatoes, dried cranberries, pistachios and basil is
a standout.

“It makes a big difference,” Coudouy said.
Loyal Gore Range fans need not
despair — Coudouy kept a handful of
favorite standbys from the old menu,
including the wings, nachos, giant
pretzels, potato skins and the old Gore
Range House Salad — but even those
have been reworked and any frozen
ingredients replaced with fresh.
The wood oven pizzas come out
piping hot, with a really thin, crispy
crust and a slew of interesting
topping options. Try the vegetarian
option, made with Colorado goat
cheese, roasted cherry tomatoes,

BIG HITS
Even the side dishes are carefully
composed and have been “big hits,”
Coudouy said. The potato salad is
made with sweet potatoes and rife
with chunks of pineapple, smoky
bacon and onions, making for a
sweet-yet-savory twist on an old
standby. Healthy never tasted so
good with the Roasted Vegetable
Salad. Caramelized carrots, zucchini,
onions, cranberries and pistachios
make up the dish, which has been
another new favorite among diners.
There’s also a handful of items
that aren’t standard pub food sure to
keep the family foodie happy. Take
the Lamb Meatballs served with a
summery mint yogurt sauce. The little
spheres, delicately spiced with cumin
and curry, are tender and juicy inside,
but have the perfect crust outside.
Likewise the Shrimp with BBQ has a
whole lot of flavor packed into each
bite. The shrimp are sauteed with
a housemade barbecue sauce, and
served atop caramelized onions with a
dab of bright green chimichurri sauce.
The menu is smaller than it used
to be, but that’s because there’s a
tremendous amount of prep work
involved, Coudouy said. Coming from
an upscale restaurant background
— most recently he was the executive chef at the Park Hyatt in Beaver
Creek for 11 years — that’s no
surprise. This French chef wouldn’t
have it any other way. •

Edwards

Marko’s Pizzeria & Pasta
EDWARDS PLAZA / 970.926.7003 / MARKOSPIZZA.COM
BY KRISTA DRISCOLL PHOTO BY DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

M

ark Esteppe, owner and
operator of Marko’s pizza and pasta
in Edwards, has found the key to
restaurant longevity.
“Consistency” he says. “We have
the most consistent food in the valley.”
When Mark and his wife, Kathy,
opened Marko’s, there were no options
for pizza in Edwards. In fact, there
were only four restaurants in the
whole town. Mark says they had to
meet delivery drivers from Domino’s
or Pizza Hut at the gas station on
Highway 6 because they wouldn’t
drive all the way out to their home in
Lake Creek. Mark and Kathy recognized this void, and Marko’s was born.
“We’ve been here for 18 years,”
Mark says. “People come from all
over the world who say they love
our pizzas.”
Now there are no less than 28
options for a meal in Edwards, Mark
says, but people keep coming back to
Marko’s for the homemade sauces,
fresh salads, dough and desserts.
Marko’s makes its own marinara,
a thick, lively red sauce with chunks
of tomato and onion and 11 herbs and
spices, and its own alfredo, which
is made from scratch in individual
batches for every order.
“It’s out of this world,” Mark says.
Two of Marko’s salad dressings
are also homemade, the balsamic
house dressing and the Caesar.
Kathy makes the house dressing,
and Mark encourages diners to dip
everything in it — from pizza to
sandwiches to Marko’s famous garlic
knots — and the creamy, tangy flavor
means everyone is willing to comply.
“I used to cook Italian at home all the
time,” Kathy says. “The meatballs are

my mom’s recipe. It’s a family effort.”
Through trial and error, Mark and
Kathy took those recipes and found
ways to multiply them — by a lot, Kathy
says. And the results are evident in the
lick-your-plate fare and the alwaysgrowing base of loyal customers.
PIZZA IS THE ANSWER
Above all else, Marko’s is a pizza
joint, and the secret to its fantastic
pizza lies in the crust. Marko’s crust
is so popular that they have even
added dough balls to their carry-out
menu, so customers can try their
hand at their own homemade pizzas.
Mark says the thing that separates

Marko’s garlic knots
are soft, hot and freshly
baked. Served with homemade marinara, they’re a
must-try.

Marko’s from other pizza places is its pizza oven.
“We cook all of our pizzas straight on an authentic brick pizza oven,” he says.
The restaurant also offers a new gluten-free
pizza crust, made with rice flour. Also new on the
menu is the pizza sub, a 10-inch pizza cooked without sauce, cut in half and stuffed with all the things
that make a great sub sandwich — Canadian bacon,
Genoa salami, lettuce, tomato and red onion. The
final product is hot and toasty on the outside, with
cool, fresh meats and veggies on the inside.
“It’s like having a sub, but it’s a pizza,” Mark
says. “It’s nice for hot summer nights.”
Enjoy a pizza sub and a beer or one of Marko’s
daily lunch specials — a huge pasta and a drink,
enough for lunch and dinner — on the patio in the
summer, or sit inside at the black and white tiled
bar and take in the funky, casual atmosphere of the
establishment. And don’t forget to bring your kids.
“Kids love Marko’s,” Mark says, also mentioning
that the restaurant partners with schools to get
kids in the kitchen tossing their own dough and
making their own pizzas.
Because after all, Marko’s is and always will be
a family affair.
“Our whole family is here,” Kathy says. •
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week. It’s overnighted, and doesn’t
have to detour through Denver. “It
comes in the back door the very
next day,” Billy says.
Apps run the gamut from ceviche
and tuna nachos to jumbo shrimp
cocktail and crunchy coconut
shrimp. The tuna sashimi is pristine,
delicately sliced and splayed atop
a frazzle of crunchy cabbage slaw.
Also crunchy — but nowhere near
as demure — is the iceberg wedge
salad. Chunks of bacon are tamed
into submission by pungent blue
cheese and sweet tomato. It’s so
good, it should almost be a secret.

Billy’s
LIONSHEAD MALL, LANDMARK BUILDING, 1 BLOCK WEST OF THE GONDOLA / 970.476.8811
BY WREN WERTIN PHOTOS BY REX KEEP

B

illy Suarez, owner of Billy’s in Lionshead,
gets some seriously fresh fish and tender, quality
whole sides of beef. He’s also got a deck covered
in flowers and sunshine and a sassy bartender
who remembers your name. But his real secret
weapon? Mushrooms. Sit for any amount of time
on the deck or in the dining room, and you’ll suddenly smell something buttery and garlicky waft
by. If it’s sizzling, too, those are the mushrooms.
They’re good as an appetizer, good as a side, and
in some worlds — like this writer’s — they even
work as dessert.
Suarez was clearly born to be a restaurateur.
A ski instructor for 30 years, he has a way of
seeing what people want, balancing it with what
they need, and giving it to them. Combined with
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Clockwise from top left
The crab legs are decadent and buttery. Billy’s
dining room and deck
looks out on a summer
alive with green. The
lobster tails are grilled to
have a savory crust. Surf
and turf options include
hand-cut steaks and the
freshest fish flown in 6
days a week.

his kick-back longboarder’s vibe, a
lifetime in the restaurant industry
and a genuine enjoyment of people,
he’s the perfect fit for his restaurant.
“I’m not the most organized guy
— I like to wing it,” he says. “But I’m
not afraid of the customer, I like to
talk to them. It’s the only way I can
figure out what’s going on.”
“What’s going on” is some seriously flavorful cuisine in a breezily
friendly atmosphere. Suarez’s menu
highlights the best of fresh fish and
hand-cut steaks. The appetizer list
is dominated by seafood, most of
which comes from Hawaii 6 days a

DIVE IN
The entrees bring a whole new
level of love to the table. Once again
seafood shines, as in Billy’s Signature Pacific Rim Halibut, blackened,
grilled and served with a crazy
sweet and spicy glaze that’s addictive. But don’t pass on the steaks,
which are cut to order.
“I was born on the wrong side of
the tracks, so I like things with lots of
flavor,” Billy quips.
Which is why he prefers the
12-ounce ribeye to the filet mignon. But if he must eat filet, he’ll
take it a la Captain Struve Special:
wrapped in bacon, covered in
crab and smothered in béarnaise.
Other hits include the prime rib,
and any of a number of surf and
turf combinations. And don’t dash
out without a slice of Key lime pie,
topped with a wave of meringue.
“The food rocks,” Billy says simply.
And he’s right. •
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Bistro Fourteen
EAGLE’S NEST, VAIL MOUNTAIN / 970.745.4530 / VAIL.COM
BY JILL BEATHARD PHOTOS COURTESY VAIL RESORTS

F

or good food on Vail Mountain
in the summer, you don’t have to
go far. Bistro Fourteen is located in
Eagle’s Nest, right at the top of the
gondola, and offers cuisine with affordability in mind.
“Up here, I’m trying to make it
as fancy as I can get away with,”
says Executive Sous Chef Webster
Lee. “We try to keep it affordable,
but if you want a fancy meal we
can do that.”
Not only does the restaurant serve
delicious gourmet food, but it also
offers a spectacular view of Mount
of the Holy Cross and the other
nearby “Fourteeners,” the mountains
with elevation above 14,000 feet
that inspired the restaurant’s name.
The range can be seen from inside
thanks to the windows on two sides
of the restaurant. When it’s not too
windy, the patio seating is pleasant,
and the restaurant’s perch on the top
of the mountain allows for beautiful
sunsets during dinner.
‘SEE WHAT PEOPLE LIKE’
Lee has been in Vail for 17 years, and
was a chef at Bighorn Bistro in the
Vail Racquet Club. That, and being in
his second year with Bistro Fourteen, has helped him figure out what
his guests like.
“I like to see what people like and
go from there,” Lee says. “Fancy,
comfort-style food does well up
here, especially in the winter.”
Lee may want to please his
guests, but he also tries to make
the menu his own. This guest
doesn’t usually do beans, but I didn’t
regret giving the black bean soup
a chance. The texture made it go

down well and the dollop of sour
cream in the middle cooled it down
just enough.
The chef also told me he loves
working with tuna, and served
me two dishes featuring the fish.
The Ahi Tuna Pork Belly Bites, an
appetizer, were served over rice
cakes, which were dressed with
wasabi aioli and microgreens to give
it a kick that snuck on me. The ahi
tuna entree was dressed with soy
sake beurre blanc, a sweet sauce
smoothed by butter, that gave an
Asian fusion kick to the fish.

The crab cakes are fried to
order and served with a
dipping sauce.

FRUITS AND COLORS
Bistro Fourteen changes up the menu season
to season.
“For summer I just think fruits and colors,” Lee says.
The restaurant makes its own mozzarella to serve
with the refreshing tomato trio salad, which includes
three types of tomatoes, cheese and a spot of balsamic.
And Bistro Fourteen is not the place to skip
dessert. Pastry Chef Anne Armstrong, who
trained at La Tour, has developed a creative,
eclectic dessert menu. On a hot day, try the cool
creme brulee, filled with raspberries and blueberries. Or go big with the chocolate-filled beignets,
which match well with the butter pecan ice cream
they’re paired with. •
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na, fettuccine alfredo and traditional,
homemade meat lasagna.
Definitely don’t miss the Moose
wings — buffalo chicken wings
drenched in a tangy sauce with just
enough kick to stimulate your taste
buds but not too much. They’re
slightly crisp on the outside and they
just fall apart as you bite into them.
Get a plate of them for $5 during the
daily happy hour from 3 to 5 p.m.

The Blue Moose
LIONSHEAD VILLAGE / 970.476.8666 / BLUEMOOSEPIZZA.COM
BEAVER CREEK PLAZA / 970.845.8666
BY LAUREN GLENDENNING PHOTOS BY DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

T

here’s a reason why The Blue Moose is
often packed with loyal customers — this place is
a good time, whether you’re alone, with a friend or
your entire family.
With a cheerful atmosphere and bright, open
dining room and bar, The Blue Moose is great
for everything from a quick slice of pizza or a
large party. The food is consistent, comforting
and creative.
SPECIALTY PIES
The Blue Moose is a pizza joint, but this pizza
joint is serving up a lot more than your standard
tomato-sauced pepperoni pie.
There are more than 15 specialty pizza creations, and the options are limitless for build-yourown pies.
The winter pizza, a play on a traditional Ital-
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Above The Blue Moose
dining room can
accommodate large
parties. Right Signature
pizzas all begin with a
crust — made from a
secret recipe.

ian margarita pizza, uses roma
tomatoes, fresh minced basil, garlic,
mozzarella and olive oil rather than
tomato sauce. The result is light and
flavorful — a perfect pizza to enjoy
on the patio with a glass of house
wine in the winter or summer.
The autumn pizza, a unique mix of
crimini mushrooms, parsley, garlic,
olive oil, goat cheese and a decadent truffle oil, is the perfect blend
of creamy cheese, soft mushrooms
and crunchy crust. It’s rich, yet light
because of The Blue Moose’s signature New York-style crust.
The dough at The Blue Moose is
made from scratch and it’s always
fresh and hand-tossed. Pizzas come
as small as a 12-inch, but if you’re
not that hungry, slices are the way
to go.
Slices are made to order — there’s
nothing sitting around in a hot pizza
kitchen waiting to be topped and
thrown into the oven.
And while pizza is the house
specialty, don’t miss other Italian-inspired dishes like chicken parmagia-

BRING THE FAMILY
Just take one glance at the walls
in The Blue Moose and it’s obvious
why this place is great for families.
Kids’ drawings are framed and fill the
walls throughout the restaurant, and
the traditional Italian red-checkered
tablecloths are topped with paper so
kids can go to town with the cup of
Crayons on the table.
Parents can kick back, too, especially with happy hour specials
like $6 for a slice and a beer, or
$3 all-day “Mooseritas,” the house
margarita.
The Little Moose menu offers kids
a choice between chicken fingers,
noodles with butter or macaroni
and cheese, and the friendly staff is
what makes the restaurant especially great for families, Vail manager
Jonathan Hyatt says. “The staff adds
to the whole experience,” Hyatt says.
“They’re interactive and fun. It makes
the experience for the whole family
that much better.” •
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141 EAST MEADOW DRIVE,
SUITE 113 / 970.476.5300 /
BOLVAIL.COM
BY WREN WERTIN
PHOTOS BY DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

T

here are bowling alleys, and
there are restaurants with fun and
exciting food, and never the twain
shall meet — except in Solaris. The
folks behind the swanky, undulating
Bol decided early on what constituted bowling food: It’s food you could
eat — and enjoy — while you’re
bowling. Sometimes you need a
knife and fork. Sometimes just your
fingers will do.
A testament to the kitchen’s
strength is that many people with
no intention of bowling find themselves at a table, ensconced in
a platter of steamed pork buns,
Vietnamese pho, grilled tuna or a
hanger steak frites. The food isn’t
an afterthought; it’s the thought.
“I speak in superlatives,” says
Barry Davis, managing operator
and partner. “But a lot of the things
we do, nobody else is doing. And
a lot of the things we do, nobody
does better.”
Ask Davis how confident he is in
Bol’s burgers, and be prepared to
dive in.
THE CHEFS
Bol’s kitchen is several chefs deep.
Eric Wuppermann, a man who plays
chicken with every boldly authentic
flavor out there (and wins), Julian
Smith, whose culinary sleight of hand
has you focusing on one thing and
then sends a flavor in the back door
as a surprise, and Doug Klasic, who
is likely to create a multifaceted dish
around a single ingredient as though
it were a meditation. They play off

each other and, from the feisty nature
of the menu, they must argue goodnaturedly. It works.
“It’s fun to see people get our food,”
says Davis, who also has a voice on
the menu.
One of the standouts is the shrimp
in achiote paste. Though bright red,
there’s no heat in the shrimp. All the
kick comes from the spicy, crunchy
slaw. Order a glass of Domaine de

Above Bol’s rum cake is
dense and sweet, with
a delicious starfruit ice
cream. Below The beet
salad is sweet and earthy.

la Janesse and let the rose rendezvous with the
shrimp. Another bestseller is the gnocchi, plump
little pillows topped with summer squash, zucchini,
fennel and pine nuts. Gliding in brown butter, it’s a
decadent vegetarian treat.
Pizzas, wings (albeit with a twist), mussels,
honey-glazed ribs — the menu is diverse.
HIGH NOTES
Bol has been cultivating an after-hours crowd.
Whether it’s groups wandering in for drinks and
dessert, or people wanting a late-late drink, The Bol
dining room and bar usually has a mix of patrons.
The cocktail list boasts some fun concoctions, like
the Champagne or Death, or The Douglas, while
the beer and wine lists are ever evolving.
Desserts are just as inventive as the savory
courses, like the “come to the islands” rum cake.
Dense, moist and sweet, “it’s cake that will get you
drunk,” says Davis with a cocked eyebrow. Served
with a scoop of starfruit ice cream (think Hawaiian
Punch), it’s delicious. So, too, is the carrot cake with
mascarpone ice cream topping.
If you think about it, grab a lane and bowl. But
there’s no reason to rush through dinner. •
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Centre V
675 LIONSHEAD PLACE / 970.754.7700 /
ARRABELLE.ROCKRESORTS.COM
BY KRISTA DRISCOLL PHOTO COURTESY ROCK RESORTS

T

he main draw of Centre V restaurant is its
giant patio at the base of the gondola, with largewingspan umbrellas that offer shade from the
mountain sun and a cozy fire pit surrounded by
couches in the center.
Chef Douglas Dodd has created sharable summer fare that provides the perfect foundation for
inspiring conversation and tempting patrons to linger for just one more cocktail, just one more nibble.
“We’ve taken a different approach to our menu,”
Dodd says, highlighting the sizeable Bites section,
which he compares to tapas. “We’ve jumped on
that bandwagon.”
Rather than full-on appetizers, the bites are
exactly that: smaller portions that can be mixed
and matched to provide a variety of flavors and
textures. Start with the chicken liver mousse or
marinated tomatoes, each served in a glass flip-
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Salad as still life: cucumber, mixed greens and
caramelized apples make
up the Centre V Salad.

top jar with buttered, toasted bread
and wafer-thin seasoned crisps. The
mousse is light and delicate, and the
tomatoes are tender and zesty.
Another “bite” option is the roasted
dates with parmesan bacon and port
syrup. The salty bacon hugs the ripe
date, and the port syrup smacks
sweet; multiple plates of this craveable concoction might be necessary,
as no one will want to share.
In addition to a large, diverse
wine list, Centre V carries a health
supply of microbrews, many from
Colorado breweries.
“We want to be that place with
more microbrews,” says Dennis
LaHart, assistant restaurant manager
for the Arrabelle, pointing out that
many restaurants focus exclusively
on their wines and largely ignore the
discerning beer drinker.
Pair an Avery Ellie’s Brown Ale
with the Rocky Mountain Meatballs,
made with buffalo and mushrooms,
smothered in marinara and topped
with tangy goat cheese, for a
sweet-savory combination. Or try a

refreshing 90 Shilling from Odell to
cleanse your palate after the sticky,
creamy goodness of the blue cheese
macaroni gratin, baked in its own
individual iron crock and crispytoasted on top.
Dodd says these bites provide a
beautiful “intermezzo” to the day,
inviting visitors to pause and take
in the wonder of Vail Mountain in
the summer, from the last sun rays
touching down in the west to the
light chill of dusk that inspires cuddling around the fire pit.
Though the bites are the stars
of the show, the supporting cast of
appetizers, soups, salads and large
plates is also not to be missed. Try
the grilled asparagus with chunky
bacon and fresh greens, topped with
a fried egg and truffle vinaigrette.
The smooth consistency of the egg
marries perfectly with the crunch of
the asparagus.
The first item from the Large
Plates section of the menu, the organic salmon “bouillabaisse,” is completed tableside, as the server pours
the sauce around the island of fishtopped golden Basmati, submerging
the accompanying Manila clams and
rock shrimp. And bring your appetite
for the bone-in veal Milanese. Dodd
calls the dish “an impressive piece
of meat.” Indeed. The schnitzel-style
portion is the size of two hands with
fingers splayed.
Top off your meal with a selection from Centre V’s dessert menu.
The Chocolate Mandorle Bar starts
with a crispy hazelnut base, layered
with rich chocolate ganache and
served with fresh raspberries and
dab of raspberry sauce on the side.
On the lighter side, the pomegranate
cava granita is a shaved-ice wonder, incorporating champagne and
presented in an oversized martini
glass, complete with frozen, sugared
grapes and delicate sugar cookies
for garnish. The refreshing drinkcum-dessert is a great way to enjoy
another Gore Range sunset. •
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Flame
ONE VAIL ROAD, FOUR
SEASONS RESORT /
970.477.8600
BY WREN WERTIN
PHOTOS BY DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

S

omehow, Executive Chef Jason
Harrison has written a menu for
Flame that reads like an old friend
but kicks up the kind of awareness
usually reserved for a new crush.
Case in point: rabbit crostini with
a watercress aioli. Braised with
tomatoes and wine that reinforce the
meat’s easy vivaciousness, the leg
meat is tenderly shredded before
crowning the toasts.
“I love rabbit,” says the chef. “If
people don’t order it, I’ll just start
sending it out. I’ll win.”
You can bet he will, too. Originally
from Canada and most recently from
Las Vegas’ Bellagio — he’s working
to offset his Vegas-style culinary
karma with a less excessive RockyMountain one — Harrison opened
Flame just before Christmas. He
and his staff had about a week to
get their sea legs, and then it was a
non-stop ride.
The easy comfort of Flame’s
dining room is right in keeping
with what seems to be Harrison’s
overarching philosophy. Sure, this is
exhibition-style dining in the sense
that the carefully layered flavors
stand up to scrutiny. But there’s
nothing precious about the presentation — you’re not on the edge of your
seat, watching the stage. Relax. Kick
back. Enjoy the company.
“I want to have a place where my
neighbors will come to dinner — and
not just for special occasions,” Harrison says.
On warm days, the watermelon
soup with a corn cilantro-stuffed

avocado timbale benefits from a
smack of jalapeño. Served with a
Sancerre that kicks up the sweetness and quells the chile’s heat, it’s
a perfect beginning. Harrison finds
inspiration everywhere — like in an
Asian restaurant serving potstickers.
Coming home, he decided to reinvent
them with bison, and serve them
up with a spicy Pinot Noir mustard

Above The bison potstickers are served with a
pinot-mustard dipping
sauce. Below Roasted
branzino finds a tasty
perch in corn flan.

sauce. That quick snort of heat from the mustard
sauce gives the lean meat a little swagger. And
that supple wrapper, seared on the side, offers a
different texture. Which is just a long-winded way
of saying they were delicious.
Corn flan sets the stage for the roasted branzino, a European seabass. The dish, complete with
fava beans, tastes like summer. Paired with an
Emeritus Pinot Noir, one of the 200-plus selections from Steven Teaver’s list, the wine is all
heart with the fish. But it would be a shame to
miss out on one of the aged prime steaks cooked
in the 1800-degree broiler. How powerful is that?
Think of a jet barely off the ground, about to shoot
into the sky. That’s how powerful. And make sure
you get a comte fritter. The cheesy puffs offer a
husky component to the beef.
To prove his Canadian roots — or just because
they’re irresistible — Harrison’s maple doughnuts
are served with homemade compote of the day.
There are exactly three.
“We thought it would be fun to see if people
fight over the last one,” Harrison says.
It turns out they do. •
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chalet. Once you arrive, choose between cozy chairs and scenic views
through floor-to-ceiling windows
or experience the mountains with
all your senses on Game Creek’s
sweeping outdoor deck.
IN THE MOOD FOR BREAKFAST?
On one side of the buffet, you can
plate the breakfast of your dreams:
cheesy eggs and chives, applewood smoked bacon, sausage links
and shredded potatoes fried with
onions and peppers. There’s also
a brunch “action” station, and just
like the entire spread, it changes
every Sunday. Every member of the
kitchen crew, including Executive
Chef David Clawson, takes his turn
creating a dish and manning the
station. Inspired dishes like French
toast stuffed with bananas, chocolate chips and mascarpone cheese
or sweet potato pancakes topped
with caramel, pecans and ginger
butter come hot off the griddle.
Other Sundays, omelets folded with
your favorite ingredients slide right
from the pan.

Game Creek
Restaurant
GAME CREEK BOWL, VAIL MOUNTAIN / 970.754.4275 / VAIL.COM
BY CASSIE PENCE PHOTOS BY JACK AFFLECK

B

runch is that marvelous meal where you
skip breakfast and you skip lunch in exchange for
a little of both. It’s a feast of savory and sweet,
and cocktails are perfectly acceptable before
noon. Game Creek Restaurant’s Sunday brunch
offers all this stuck-in-the-middle indulgence, and
its setting makes the meal even more memorable. Nestled in the Game Creek Bowl on Vail
Mountain, diners ride the gondola and then are
whisked away on a shuttle to a European-style
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From top Sunday brunch
can be enjoyed in the restaurant and on the deck.
Game Creek Restaurant
commands a grand view
of Vail Mountain.

OR, ARE YOU OUT TO LUNCH?
Lunch-style offerings are even
more decadent. Chef Clawson’s
“antipasto platters” range from a
medley of grilled vegetables to petite
roasted salmon pieces topped with
tzatziki to marinated mushrooms
and smoked trout. Bites of Kobe
beef appear, as well as lamb, all
paired with delectable sauces. From
the wooden chopping block, carve
yourself slabs of St. Louis-style ribs
or Chef Clawson’s signature fried
chicken — a real-deal experience
from a true Southern boy. Vibrant,
inventive salads add fresh summer
fare to the mix. Among favorites are
vegan orange beet salad, bow tie
pesto pasta salad with artichokes
and a chicken salad tossed with
julienne carrots and spicy buffalo sauce. And brunch wouldn’t
be brunch without classic chilled

seafood. Shrimp with cocktail sauce
and lemon along with the less classic wine and sour cream marinated
herring rest on a huge platter of ice.
Cheese, fresh bread and fruit wait
patiently on the spread’s either ends
as light nibbles.
SEASONAL SIPPERS
Nothing says vacation like cocktails before noon. Complimentary
mimosas begin the meal, but those
who want a little more “oomph”
with brunch can choose the Game
Creek’s signature Bloody Mary or
head to the Bloody Mary bar to
mix it personally. But the bar really
shines with its seasonal sippers. The
house takes Ketel One Citron vodka,
infuses it with fresh blackberries
and pours it over lemonade. It’s so
refreshing that chugging happens
naturally. Equally as refreshing, but
a little more complex, the blueberry
lavender mojito is all things — sweet,
tart and floral.
DON’T FORGET DESSERT
If cocktails before noon say vacation,
dessert before noon says vacation
in Vail. It’s easy to make room for
the beignets, melt-in-your-mouth
glaze-covered French doughnuts.
On the other hand, save room for
the Chocolate Valrhona cake. Served
on the restaurant’s dinner menu, but
cut into brunch-size slices, the cake
flaunts three layers of the famous
French chocolate, including a mousse
layer and a ganache. A thin layer of
crispy crepe pieces add crunch.
EARN YOUR BRUNCH
There are many ways to arrive at
Game Creek Restaurant for brunch.
You can take the gondola (ticket
included in brunch price) or you can
organize a horseback ride (for an
additional charge). The adventurous
sort can earn brunch by hiking or
biking up Vail Mountain. You can feel
comfortable stuffing yourself knowing the return trip is all downhill. •
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Kelly Liken
GATEWAY BUILDING / 970.479.0175 / KELLYLIKEN.COM
BY WREN WERTIN PHOTOS BY KRISTIN ANDERSON

T

op Chef finalist Kelly Liken
became a household name for
followers of Bravo’s popular reality television series, but her job
hasn’t changed. She’s still in her
restaurant’s kitchen almost every
day. She still combs the farmers’
market on Sundays to prepare her
Harvest Dinner with chefs Matt
Limbaugh and Tyler Hansen. “I work
with a great group of chefs who are
passionate about seasonal products
and changing the menu often,” she
says. “We all work together, but I’m
still their leader.”
The Vail restaurant has a reputation for revering vegetables. In fact,
they don’t build their plates around
the proteins, but the veggies. It’s a
passion that’s taken Liken into the
greenhouse of Brush Creek Elementary School with the Sowing Seeds
program, where she helps kids grow
food and learn how to cook it. She
gets to buy some of that produce for
her restaurant.

It’s that effort in the name of
the mighty vegetable that helped
send her to the White House. The
first lady and her daughters ate at
the restaurant during a ski vacation. Later, Liken and her husband
and partner, Rick Colomitz, flew to
Washington to tour the White House
gardens with chef Sam Cass.
Vegetarians and vegans don’t have
to call ahead for a special meal.
“We always have vegetables and
grains,” Liken says. “It’s easy to create something.”
That bent for customization is an
ongoing theme. Though it’s fun to
pick and choose from the menu, the
multi-course tasting menu is a great
way to go. And do go for the wine
pairings by either Colomitz or sommelier Lisa Lockhart. They usually
have at least 60 wines by the glass.
The steamed mussels, swimming in a smoky broth, dance with
Merguez-style lamb sausage. Instead
of importing Spanish peppers — a
natural complement — they smoked
sweet bell peppers, peeled and
chopped them, and added them to
the dish. The peppers make the dish
a little bit husky, a little bit sexy. Don’t
waste the broth — ask for more
bread. And a glass of Cremant de
Loire sparkling Rose couldn’t hurt.
The homemade agnolotti is an
excellent way for the chefs to
showcase the produce they’re most
excited about. Free-form and bursting with goat cheese, the agnolotti’s
filling helps smooth out the intense
roasted vegetables that dot the plate,
Restaurant Kelly Liken has always
been known for Colorado rack of
lamb, but they’re also changing

From Top The pan roasted
duck breast comes with a
beautifully intense sauce.
The herb-marinated
grilled Colorado lamb loin
makes for a fun departure
from the standard rack.
Left Kelly Liken in her
tiled kitchen.

it up. They’ve lately begun serving a lamb loin
with favas and shaved ricotta salada. They’ve
also introduced a wild boar chop, complete with
traditional flavors like mustard spaetzle and
turnip pave. Desserts are just as seasonal, and
no berry or stone fruit remains unpicked. Pastry
Chef Megan Joy coaxes cakes and other sweet
delights out of nuts, sugar and flour. It’s a sweet
ending to a gourmet meal. •
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make La Tour a deeply satisfying
exercise in hedonism. It should taste
really good.
La Tour’s cozy dining rooms and
sunny patio are a lovely foil for
the contemporary French-American cuisine that the restaurant is
known for. Though the Colorado
lamb and Dover sole are the stuff
of legends, the playful menu ought
to be fully explored.
Over the winter, smoking hot
hibachis were presented tableside
with bacon-embellished grilled
oysters. For the summer, skewers of
scallops and pork belly lay splayed
on the grates, the sugars in the glaze
browning up. On a separate plate,
carefully leafed Bibb lettuce with
crisp cucumber and jalapeño rounds
are just waiting to be wrapped
around the sizzling protein and
dipped in the ride-along Asian sauce.
Theoretically, it’s easy to share,
though in reality, you might want
more than one. Especially if you’ve
ordered a glass of Shaya Verdejo
— crisp with citrus, though remarkably smooth with the scallops.
You know it’s summer when
watermelon and corn show up. And
when they’re on the same plate, just
hold on for the ride. In perhaps the
most inventive dish on La Tour’s

La Tour
122 EAST MEADOW DRIVE / 970.476.4403 / LATOUR-VAIL.COM
BY WREN WERTIN PHOTOS BY DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

I

t’s dicey, bringing in a new chef to a kitchen
with well-established rhythms. Sometimes it
doesn’t work; sometimes it really, really does.
Chef-Owner Paul Ferzacca’s new Chef de
Cuisine, Oliver Philpott, is fitting in beautifully.
Drawing from a childhood spent foraging and an
adult life in professional kitchens — including his
own — Philpott braids together flavors naturally.
Complemented by Ferzacca’s own tendency
toward seasonal, local ingredients shaken up with
the occasional shot of exoticism, the duo should
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Above Glazed scallops
and pork belly make a
delicious filling to the
crisp lettuce wraps. Right
Truffle-topped halibut
and a grilled watermelon
salad make fine friends.

menu, a grilled watermelon salad
layered with buffalo mozzarella and
arugula holds court on one side
of the plate. On the other, trufflecrusted halibut crowns a fresh corn
sauté. Separate, each component is
delightful. But something happens
as the juice from the watermelon migrates to the halibut. The sweet corn
bridges the gap, tugging the grilled
salad into the truffle’s orbit. It works.
It works well.
“Truffles and corn: sweet and
earthy,” says Philpott. “That’s why
the watermelon works.”
Pastry Chef Sarah Hackbirth’s
dessert list goes beyond the expected with lemon cream puffs, a
creamy rhubarb cheesecake and
homemade angel food cake (the eggrich homemade papperdelle pasta
created a surplus of organic egg
whites, so voila).
La Tour serves brunch on Sundays, coinciding with the farmers’
market. Bottomless mimosas, “bacon of the week,” and a whole slew
of sweet (apple pancake, bananas
foster French toast) and savory
(lobster salad croissant, chorizo and
eggs, eggs Benedict Florentine) options entice and delight. Hike early
and treat yourself. Or just treat
yourself, period. •
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Larkspur, Avondale, and Larkburger
LARKSPUR / 458 VAIL VALLEY DRIVE / VAIL / 970.754.8050 / LARKSPURVAIL.COM
AVONDALE / 126 RIVERFRONT LANE / AVON / 970.790.5500 / AVONDALERESTAURANT.COM
LARKBURGER / 105 EDWARDS VILLAGE BOULEVARD / EDWARDS / 970.926.9336 / LARKBURGER.COM
BY WREN WERTIN

T

ake it from a professional
— the food is not the most important thing.
That’s what culinary visionary
Thomas Salamunovich, the man
behind Savory Group and a handful of local restaurants, has learned
over the years. As one of the valley’s
hottest chefs — first at other people’s
restaurants, and later at his own
— it’s an interesting idea to come to.
“It’s the experience that lasts, not
the food,” he says. And that means
rethinking a restaurant’s approach,
ensuring that the experience is a
good one. “Number one on the list
is hospitality,” Salamunovich says.
“Creating a positive experience and
memory for our guests. Hospitality
has become more important to us as
an organization.”
He clarifies — food is still the
ultimate sign of hospitality, because
it’s something you’re creating with
your own hands for another. But
more goes into that concept than
just flavors.
“Number two is service,” Salamunovich says. “There has to be a standard, an etiquette. A certain manner
that’s appropriate to the occasion. We
have certain service elements in our
different businesses.”
And finally comes food at number three.
“That that’s what Savory Group
is about: providing hospitality to the
client, and then creating an environment where hospitality and quality
can endure,” he says.
Savory Group doesn’t just operate its own restaurants, but creates

restaurant concepts and implements
every detail in order to get them up
and running for clients. In fact, that’s
what Salamunovich (known internally
as the “harbinger of quality”) and
his team love to do: create, create,
create. And locally, Savory Group
has three very different restaurant
concepts and experiences.
LARKSPUR RESTAURANT
The group’s flagship restaurant in
Golden Peak, Larkspur is the most
refined of the bunch. Opened a dozen
years ago, it’s known for seasonal
cuisine that hones in on pure flavors
beautifully presented.
“Quality and fashion should never
go out of style,” Salamunovich says.
“”I love elegance. Beautiful food,
beautiful art, beautiful jewelry. Restaurants can transport you, for the
time you’re there, out of your day-today routine. Just like theater used to.
Now the meal is the event.”
And so he likes to fill his restaurants’ dining rooms with as many
round tables as he can, to facilitate
that interaction and enjoyment.
RESTAURANT AVONDALE
Occupying a prime spot on the
Eagle River in Avon’s Westin Riverfront Resort and Spa, Restaurant
Avondale is as much about its location as anything.
“Avondale is a conundrum, a fun
conundrum,” he says. “Our goal is
to be the most community-oriented environment that serves food
and beverages.”
Executive chef Jeremy Kittelson

Larkspur has a large
lawn for outdoor events.
Larkspur, Avondale,
and Larkburger all serve
the famed Larkburger,
though they each puts a
different twist on it. The
foundation of Savory
Group is hospitality,
which includes caring for
and feeding your guests.

serves a Mediterranean-inspired menu.
“Jeremy’s food is so straightforward with clear
flavors, you want to take bite after bite,” he says.
“You want to eat it until it’s gone.”
LARKBURGER
For being a fast-food joint, Larkburger takes a lot
of time and effort. Salamunovich loves it.
“From the very beginning it was designed as
a place I could go with my family, my children in
particular, and eat quick, casual food. And I wanted
to explore a style of food I’d never done before.”
Burgers (beef, tuna, turkey or mushroom) and
fries make up the majority of the streamlined
menu. But Salamunovich being Salamunovich,
he obsesses on every little detail: the lettuce, the
tomato, the starch content of the potatoes. Should
they serve pickles?
“We tweak Larkburger far more than the other
restaurants,” he says.
Of course they do. •
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but it’s anything but pretentious.
In fact, Chef Matt Petrie weaves a
ribbon of whimsy throughout the
summer menu with unexpected
flavors and ingredients appearing in
many of the dishes.
Take for example the Manchester
Farms Quail starter. The petite bird,
which hails from a sustainable quail
farm in South Carolina, is glazed in a
super flavorful cinnamon and molasses sauce and served with banana
date chutney that adds a Caribbean
feel to the dish. A cold wild rice salad
studded with pecans and quinoa is
served alongside.
“The quail are brined with lime,
lemon and salt,” Petrie says. “The
banana date chutney is very smooth
— it has a little vanilla flavor and a
little jalapeño in there.”
The elk carpaccio, with millimeterthin slices of seared rare elk loin,
is topped with a brightly colored
and flavored chimichurri sauce — a
spicy pesto made with fresh cilantro,
parsley, thyme, and a slew of other
ingredients. The dish is complemented by a drizzle of “black olive
oil” — a blend of kalamata olive juice
and olive oil.

Lord Gore
595 VAIL VALLEY DRIVE, MANOR VAIL /
970.476.5000 / MANORVAIL.COM
BY CARAMIE SCHNELL PHOTOS BY KRISTIN ANDERSON

Y

ou’d be hard pressed to find a prettier
picture. Floor-to-ceiling windows at Lord Gore
Restaurant in Vail frame the lush green Golden
Peak mountainside. The only thing worth tearing
your eyes away for is the table-top scenery.
The food at Lord Gore is gourmet, do doubt,
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Above Lord Gore’s lamb
two ways includes a loin
and a tamale. Right Manchester Farms quail comes
from South Carolina.

COLORADO STYLE
Petrie is shopping at the Vail Farmers’ Market on Sundays, and using
Colorado fresh produce wherever he
can. The spinach in the Morales Farm
Spinach Salad hails is grown on a
family-run farm in Granby. The salad,
rife with grilled red onions and tomatoes, has a distinctly Asian flair with
the addition of crunchy sesame sticks
and wasabi peas and the sesame
soy vinaigrette. The Grilled Vegetable
Stack is a colorful celebration of
summer vegetables. Slices of green
zucchini, yellow squash, tomatoes
and sweet peppers are layered together with decadent Boursin cheese
and fresh basil and topped with green
chile aioli and crispy fried onions.
The Lamb Two Ways entree is a
standout dish at Lord Gore. Petrie

first experimented with the braised
leg of lamb tamale, topped with goat
cheese cream, at the annual Taste of
Vail Lamb Cook-Off in Vail Village. It
was a hit, so he put it on the menu.
A pungent red chile sauce, made
with dried California red chiles,
flanks the second part of the dish
— a perfectly seared and simply
seasoned lamb loin.
Another house specialty is the
Crispy Skin Rainbow Trout. The
summery dish is served with candied pecans, glazed grapes and a
rich citrus beurre blanc.
Lord Gore offers two sizes of entrees, a smaller and larger version,
with prices to match. The means
diners with petite appetites can order an appetizer or salad, entree and
dessert without needing to be rolled
at the door. And speaking of dessert,
don’t skip it. Chef Petrie makes the
tasty ice creams in house. Try the
sour cream peach pie with a scoop
of bourbon ice cream, or the Berry
Delicious Cobbler with a helping of
ginger ice cream.
PRETTY PATIO
Adjacent to Lord Gore is The Fitz,
which has a comfy lounge and a
fantastic deck overlooking Gore
Creek. Stop by the casual eatery on
the way to the Ford Amphitheater
for tasty (for both your mouth and
wallet) food and drink specials, like
“Tuesday Tacos, Tequila and Tecate,”
where you can score Tecate for $2
and three tacos for $6. •
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The Tavern on the Square
675 LIONSHEAD PLACE / 970.754.7700 / ARRABELLE.ROCKRESORTS.COM
BY KRISTA DRISCOLL PHOTOS BY DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

S

tepping through the front
door from the courtyard in Lionshead, patrons of the Tavern on the
Square are greeted by tall tables
with high-backed chairs surrounding a bar framed with brick cubbies.
Tall windows drench the space in
sunlight during the day and provide
ample people-watching peekholes
at night.
The Tavern has an open layout,
with a funky, comfortable atmosphere that draws people to it.
“We want it to be the locals’ and
tourists’ watering hole,” says Paul
Phillips, restaurant manager for the
Arrabelle. “A casual vibe with fantastic comfort food.”
Phillips says he would classify the Tavern as a “gastropub,”
a bar that prides itself on quality
food using basic ingredients. Chef
Douglas Dodd has created a menu
that adds a touch of sophistication,
elevating this “comfort food” with
his careful preparation and elegant
presentation.
The menu is varied, offering
everything from quick bites, such
as the tender inside, crispy outside,
melt-in-your-mouth short rib
croquettes, to rib-sticking buffalo
meatloaf with gravy and garlic
smashed potatoes.
The menu also includes selections
that highlight Vail Resorts’ Appetite
for Life initiative, which promotes
local, regional and sustainable foods,
Dodd says. Among these is the ahi
tuna poke — a sort of “Hawaiian
tuna tartare,” Dodd says. Cubed,
piled high and drizzled in a sweet
soy ponzu, the tuna is served with
crisp wonton chips.

TASTY VESSELS
Dodd says the Tavern recently
expanded its selection of salads, and
two of his favorites are the BBQ
Chopp’d Salad and the baby spinach
salad. These are excellent examples
of Dodd’s preferred way of presenting his greens — “salads with a lot of
stuff in them.”
“Veggies are a vessel to carry my
other stuff — my bacon,” Dodd says.
The barbecue salad boasts grilled
chicken, corn, black beans and cotija
cheese, tossed in a slightly spicy
chipotle dressing and topped with
tortilla crisps. The spinach salad
provides Dodd’s vessel: Mandarin
oranges, almonds, eggs and, of
course, bacon, cradled in leaves of
crisp baby spinach with a touch of

Rocky Mountain trout is
a Centre V signature dish.

bacon-tomato vinaigrette.
Also high on the list of must-trys are the Ale
Steamed Mussels and Sausage. The mussels
are delicately steamed and sent afloat in a butter
sauce with pimento and sliced sausage. Pair them
with a Colorado microbrew from the Tavern’s
extensive list of suds.
“We have a great beer, wine and liquor selection,
along with the traditional cocktails,” Phillips says.
The finale to this culinary escapade can come in
the form of one of the Tavern’s creative libations
or a treat off the aptly named Sweet Decadence
section of the menu.
The s’mores dessert is the Everest of indulgence — a rich, dense chocolate stout brownie
layered atop a graham-cracker crust and capped
with a fluffy drift of marshmallow blanketed in
crisp chocolate. A pinnacle of vanilla ice cream
with rivulets of chocolate and caramel sauce completes the course. •
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Vail & Beaver Creek

Vail Chophouse &
Beaver Creek Chophouse
BASE OF GONDOLA, LIONSHEAD / 970.477.0555 / VAILCHOPHOUSE.COM
BASE OF CENTENNIAL, BEAVER CREEK / 970.845.0555 / BEAVERCREEKCHOPHOUSE.COM
BY BRENDAN HARRINGTON PHOTO BY KRISTIN ANDERSON

O

ver the past few years, Lionshead has
evolved into a destination of its own; an integral
part of Vail with a different vibe than you find on
Bridge Street. Under the shadow of The Arrabelle,
Lionshead Plaza is a romantic vision, a fairy tale
come to life with wooden carts spilling flowers,
towering castles, stone streets, outdoor fireplaces.
The Vail Chophouse sits at the heart of this
vision, nestled perfectly between Never Never Lionshead and the majestic slopes of Vail Mountain.
STUNNING SETTING
Vail Chophouse is striking, to be sure. Set slopeside,
at the base of Eagle Bahn gondola, it boasts one
of the best patios in the valley for summer dining.
People lounge about the plaza, roll by on cruiser
bikes, or duck down to Gore Creek for an evening
stroll. The interior is a rich red leather and dark
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Vail Chophouse’s deck
— like Beaver Creek’s
— is sunny and lively on a
summer afternoon.

wood décor, bathed in natural light and
lively energy.
The menu is classic steak house
fare, with generous cuts served a la
carte. Live Maine lobster, king crab
legs, and slow-braised Kurobuta
pork shank complement the selection of steaks ranging from buffalo
sirloin to filet served three ways.
The Filet Mignon Oscar is delectable,
with a light bearnaise sauce and
heaps of fresh crab piled on top. The
18 ounce. bone-in ribeye is juicy, so
tender, and full of that perfect char
flavor you expect from a sophisticated steak house. Across the board,
the Chophouse does steak right.
The surprises arrive in the side

dishes, all served family style. Their
Gourmet Mac ‘n Cheese menu
makes it tough to choose between
Truffle Mac n Cheese, Bacon and
Bleu Mac n Cheese, or Lobster Mac
n Cheese, absolutely loaded with
lobster meat and claws … you can’t
stop eating it. The Bleu Cheese Tater
Tots are nothing but naughty and the
sautéed crimini mushrooms tie it all
together in texture and taste.
If you’re looking for something
lighter, the Chophouse does that, too.
Take the $11.99 daily lunch special
or the $35 three-course daily dinner special (locals take note!). Here
you’ll get a wedge or Caesar salad,
apple crumble or pecan pie dessert, and some variety of entrée,
such as lobster tail with N.Y. strip
or kabobs. The new summer daily
specials lighten the load, too, with
swordfish, roasted duck, or Zydeco
shrimp. Then there’s the alwaysspecial Chophouse Burger with Dom
Perignon for $298. Hold the Dom?
$15 then.
RIGHT AT HOME
The Vail Chophouse counterpart
in Beaver Creek offers the same
great menu and lively, family-friendly
atmosphere. Both restaurants boast
tableside magic through the summer
and the Beaver Creek Chophouse
features a bocce court off the patio,
set against the stunning backdrop of
a world-class ski mountain.
Whether it’s a succulent steak and
fine wine you seek or a hearty meal
for the family, The Chophouse is
the place to go. Dine quietly with a
partner, roll bocce over beers, or engage your server in a friendly debate
about the proper pronunciation of
wines: Meritage? Shiraz? Grenache?
It all depends which side of which
ocean you’re on, we decide.
The Chophouse is comfortable and
classy, welcoming and warm. It’s a
sophisticated restaurant with a friendly
atmosphere where they treat you like a
regular and make you feel like royalty. •
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Yama
168 EAST GORE CREEK DRIVE / 970.746.7332 / YAMAVAIL.COM
BY MELANIE WONG PHOTOS BY RICK STOVALL

Y

ama is the kind of place where
you’ll find sushi favorites, done with
precision and perfection, but flavors
that are complex and unconventional.
Co-owners and chefs Chris Aycock
and Atsushi Ted Minami have truly
made an art of sushi, and seem
to embrace the concept that “little
things matter.”
Take the actual bits of wasabi peas
in the wasabi chips, or the rice seasoned with imported Japanese spices.
Yama’s storefront is unassuming,
and the interior is slick and modern, with a small, intimate atmosphere that feels exclusive. On a hot
summer day, hang out at the bar,
watch the expert chefs at work and
order one of Yama’s great summer
cocktails. For something light, try
the Aikido, a simple combination of
sake and fresh-squeezed grapefruit.
Want something sweeter? Go for
the Giddy Geisha, a smoothie-like
creation that includes vodka, lychee
and passion fruit puree.
GETTING FRESH
The dishes are simply, but elegantly
presented, content to let the fresh-

ness of the ingredients and the taste
do the talking. The beauty of the light
menu is that you can try a variety
of rolls and dishes without having to
waddle out at the end of the meal.
Start the meal out with pan-fried
salmon cakes, which are impossibly
light (the chef claims the key is just
the right amount of bread crumbs),
and offset by an intriguing red sauce.
The saucier comes out in Aycock
with this dish — it includes mango,
habanero and even carrots for a
slightly spicy, slightly tangy complement to the fish.
Definitely try the Saikyo hoisin yellowtail, a riceless roll that combines
the mild, thinly sliced fish with sweet
hoisin sauce, salty miso and the pop
of jalapeños and cilantro. The whole
roll is drizzled with a delectable
sauce — the combination of punchy
flavors and the smooth fish hits
different notes on your tongue for a
unique experience.
ROLLING ALONG
Those on a gluten-free diet (or
someone looking for a very light roll),
should try the Summer in Vail roll,

Above The tuna tartare
comes with wasabi peaembellished crisps.
Left Cucumber makes a
lovely wrapping for rolls.

which includes crab, tuna, yellowtail, salmon, caviar and avocado wrapped in cucumber. The Black
Widow roll is another well-crafted favorite — the
tuna roll is fire torched at the end to caramelize
the fish and bring out the sweetness. In this sushi,
as with all of the restaurant’s other creations, you
won’t be reaching for the soy sauce. Aycock spent
years working as a saucier, and also is heavily influenced by his time working under a well-known
Hawaiian chef specializing in Pan-Asian cuisine.
“We concentrate on unique sauces that showcase the food, and we use unique ingredients
like arugula and watercress,” Aycock says. “The
goal is to help people experience things in a
new way and maybe change their perspective
on what sushi is.” •
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Engaging Dreams
Since 1970
DAN TELLEEN

VAIL VILLAGE
970.476.4760

Scallop-topped avocado
with huancaina sauce.
PHOTO BY DAVID STRAZAN

Below Manuel Ortega, left,
sauces a Peruvian causa
at Sur Catering’s Minturn
Market food booth.
PHOTO BY KRISTIN
ANDERSON

ANDEAN MELTING POT

Peruvian cuisine incorporates ingredients from
the jungle, the ocean, and the mountains.

BY WREN WERTIN

P

inning down a single Peruvian culinary style is akin to lumping together all Americans
under one political ideal. It might work from a distance, but once you make eye contact it’s
all over. ¶ Chances are, a country that claims upwards of 400 varieties of potatoes and
at least 2,000 fish swimming in local waters probably has a culinary trick or two up its
collective sleeve. But with such far-reaching regions as the rugged Andes mountain range,
the hot jungles and the long and sweeping coastline, there’s no single style that unifies the
food scene. The ingredients are just too different. ¶ But there is a unifying approach: Use
what you have, and make it good. ¶ “In Peru, they really take their food seriously,” says
Manuel Ortega. “Families have their own collections of recipes, of books. It’s a very culinary culture.” ¶ “Some cultures are very utilitarian in how they eat,” David Strazan says.
“And some are more evolved, more nuanced.” »
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Ortega and Strazan, along with Jessica Kober,
are the forces behind the Vail Valley-based Sur
Catering. New on the scene, they’re joining food
magazine editors and rising-star chefs the world
over who say Peruvian food is the next big thing.
“There are so many different ethnicities in
Peru,” Ortega says. “But there’s also such different
weather, different geography. You’ve got the high
Andean potatoes and corn, but also the jungles, so
lots of tropical fruits and produce. And then there’s
the ocean. It’s one of the richest waters, with goodquality seafood that’s good to be eaten raw.”
Those local products were further diversified
by an influx of both immigrants and slaves. People
poured in from China, Japan, and Europe.
“In Peru, they didn’t eradicate the native population,” Ortega says. “That’s rare in Latin America.”
But they did start to mix and match their culinary traditions. And everybody has to eat.
GOING SOUTH WITH SUR
Sur Catering is what it sounds like: a catering
company that provides full-service party customization with Peruvian food and service. But also it
has a booth at the Minturn Market every Saturday. They dish up a varied selection of Peruvian
cuisine, an attempt to develop a Peruvian culinary
vocabulary for Vail Valley residents and visitors.
Lima, Peru lays claim to one of the largest
Japanese expat communities in the world. Due to
that, and the cold waters that offer up a constant
supply of seafood, there’s an emphasis on sushistyle foods. But they also revere the chile — the
Aji Amarillo in particular. The potato culture is
unmatched, and the diversity of corn is almost as
astonishing as Costa Rica’s. Quinoa, the “mother

grain,” originated in Peru. It’s almost an embarrassment of riches.
Peruvian ceviche is one of Sur Catering’s signature dishes. Raw fish and seafood is mixed with
citrus juice, the acids of which seem to cook the fish.
“In a way, I don’t know what’s better than ceviche,” Strazan says. “It’s a fresh product. It retains
its nutrients. If you can master its properties, you’ll
become addicted.”
So whether it’s scallops, shrimp or snapper,
they always have ceviche.
Another mix-and-match Peruvian staple is
causa. Think you’re not a fan of cold potato? Think
again. Using thickly mashed potatoes as a vessel
— no dairy, but plenty of mild, flavor-rich chiles
— Ortega layers flavors.

Above David Strazan,
right, and Manuel
Ortega work at their Sur
Catering booth at the
Minturn Market. Left
Sur Catering’s causas
with crab, foreground,
and their scallop-stuffed
avocado with rocoto
peppers. Opposite
Strazan’s Palm Tree, a
refreshing drink blended
with fresh citrus and mint.
PHOTOS BY KRISTIN
ANDERSON
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“You can add whatever you want,” Ortega
says. “But generally avocado, veggies, chile
paste and garlic paste to give it more flavors,
and then crab or chicken, maybe scallions, different sauces and garnishes.”
Gluten and dairy free, causas make an easy
appetizer for a broad spectrum of eaters, and are
adaptable to any allergies or preferences.
As for the sushi component to the cuisine,
Ortega’s decade-plus behind local sushi bars
comes in handy.
“Tirritos is Peruvian sashimi,” Ortega says.
“That’s going to be a good niche for us. It’s like
doing sushi, but instead of using soy sauce as the
main sauce, you can have chiles and creams and
chile pastes.”
They also serve up blended drinks, citrus-rich
and full of life. Beverages are Strazan’s purview.
He brings the same attention to them as Ortega
does to his food. He also organizes the “feel”
of the parties they cater, thanks to 15 years of
experience as a front-of-the-house server at The
Golden Eagle in Beaver Creek. Kober, capitalizing
on four years as a wedding planner, brings a bigpicture calm to their larger shindigs.
“What we’re trying to do is contribute to the
culinary landscape of the valley by bringing something new,” Strazan says. “But we know how the
valley has evolved in the past 15 years because
we’ve been here, we’ve evolved with it.”
Colorado might be known for lamb and trout,
but Sur Catering thinks it’s ready for something
else. Next stop: Peru. •

CLASSIC PERUVIAN INGREDIENTS
SHOPPING REFERENCE LIST:
Aji Amarillo ~ Traditional chile paste. (You can find these pastes in Latin food
stores in Denver or you can substitute with yellow chiles locally bought.)
Rocoto ~ Capsicum pubescens, a traditional red chile.
Achiote ~ Annato.
Limon de pica ~ Key lime.
Kion ~ Ginger.
Choclo ~ Large corn kernels.
Papa seca ~ Preserved dried potato.
Pisco ~ Fermented and distilled grape alcohol. Great for drinks and final
touches in cooking.

AJI DE GALLINA
Ingredients
1 chicken (about 4 pounds)
1 medium white onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, crushed
7 tbsp Aji Mirasol Paste (available in
Latin food stores in Denver)
1/2 loaf of sliced bread (no crust)
1 dozen black olives
2 cups chicken stock
1 1/2 cups evaporated milk
100 grams walnuts, chopped (optional)
125 grams parmesan cheese, grated
1/2 cup vegetable oil
6-8 gold potatoes
1/4 cup olive oil
6 hard-boiled eggs
PREPARATION
1. Parboil the chicken in the stock,
cool and shred into bite size pieces.
2. Crumble the bread and soak
in milk, then blend this mixture in
blender or food processor.
3. Saute onion until golden, then add
garlic and the Aji paste. Cook well.
Add the soaked bread mixture. Cook
for another 10 minutes, then begin
to ladle in hot chicken stock, stirring
constantly. Keep adding stock as it
thickens, and the olive oil.
4. Add shredded chicken, parmesan
cheese and walnuts. Check thickness
to taste, keep simmering until the oil
surfaces. Serve over white rice and
gold potatoes (boiled), garnish with
hard-boiled eggs and olives.

ARROZ CHAUFA DE PESCADO
(Peruvian/Chinese fish stir fry)
Ingredients
2 lbs rice
2 lbs white fish (tilapia, orange
roughy, striped bass)
2 tbsp minced garlic
2 cups cornstarch
6 eggs
2 tbsp vegetable oil
1 bunch scallions, chopped
1 red bell pepper, seeded and diced
1 tsp sesame oil
salt and soy sauce
oil for deep frying fish
PREPARATION
1. Cook the rice (as for white rice).
2. Cut fish fillets into small strips and
season with salt and garlic, coat with
cornstarch and deep fry until golden,
about 3 minutes. Drain on paper
towel and set aside.
3. Make thin omelet with beaten eggs
and cut into slender strips. Set aside.
4. In a large skillet or wok over
medium high heat, heat oil and stir
fry bell pepper and scallions for a
minute. Continue cooking, adding all
ingredients including fish and egg
strips. Mix well and cook for further
3 minutes. Serve immediately.

THE PALM TREE
Ingredients
2 or 3 limes, juiced
1/2 an orange, juiced
Generous splash of coconut milk
with shavings of the flesh
5 mint leaves
1 tbsp simple syrup, more to taste
1 tbsp agave nectar, more to taste
PREPARATION
1. Put ingredients in a blender with a
handful of ice cubes.
2. Blend until smooth.
3. Adjust sweetness.
4. Serve in a cup, garnished with
mint and a sliver of orange or lime,
or coconut shavings.
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Bite Sized

Did you know...

“I want to do with
you what spring
does with the
cherry trees.”
Pablo Neruda

CHILES help
heal headaches.

Turmeric, cloves,
cinnamon, coriander,
ginger and black
peppercorns are the

Mexico’s famous

TACOS AL PASTOR

oldest documented spices.

were created after Middle
Eastern immigrants
brought vertical spit

cooking to the country.

Q: What’s the difference

between chiles and peppers?

A: SEMANTICS.

COCKTAILS
were invented during
Prohibition to mask the
horrible flavor of spirits.

octopus

If
is
cooked at too high a
heat, it seizes up and
will never get tender.

BROWN EGGS = WHITE EGGS
The difference in shell color reflects the chickens’
feather colors. They taste the same.
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